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Uncharted Destiny
Keely Keith 2019-04-21 Bailey Colburn is safe in the Land, but her father figure, Professor Tim, never made it to Good
Springs. When Bailey discovers Tim is lost in the Land's dangerous mountain terrain and out of his life-saving medication, she sets out to
rescue him. Even with the help of intriguing native Revel Roberts, Bailey faces an impossible journey to save Tim. The mountains are
shrouded in dark folklore and full of deadly surprises. Revel Roberts never stays in one place too long. No matter where he travels in the
Land, he avoids the Inn at Falls Creek, his boyhood home and the business he will inherit. But when fearless newcomer Bailey Colburn needs
Revel's help to find her friend, he joins the mission and is forced to return to the place he'd rather forget. Bailey and Revel's friendship
strengthens as they need each other in ways neither of them imagined. But nothing can prepare them for what awaits in the Land's treacherous
mountains. Uncharted Destiny, the seventh installment in the beloved Uncharted series, weaves faith and adventure while delivering longawaited answers in this inspirational story of life in a hidden land. Get it now! It's best to read the Uncharted series in order. #1 The
Land Uncharted #2 Uncharted Redemption #3 Uncharted Inheritance #4 Christmas with the Colburns #5 Uncharted Hope #6 Uncharted Journey #7
Uncharted Destiny Prepare to be hooked! Discover why readers worldwide have fallen in love with the Uncharted series. "Keith's abundantly
detailed and romantic adventure tale features a faithful, colorful cast that face the unknown with grit and determination, making for a
fresh and satisfying story." --Publisher's Weekly on ABOARD PROVIDENCE A Christian adventure tale blending futuristic and historical feels,
full of suspense and mystery. Read all the novels by Amazon bestselling author Keely Brooke Keith, including the beloved Christian
historical romance series Uncharted Beginnings: #1 Aboard Providence #2 Above Rubies #3 All Things Beautiful
CSB Study Bible, Large Print Edition, Mahogany LeatherTouch, Indexed
CSB Bibles by Holman 2018-03 With an easy to read, 10 point font size
the CSB Study Bible, Large Print Edition offers the award-winning Holman study system, which includes over 15,000 study notes, tools, word
studies, and articles from respected Bible scholars.
KJV Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Large Print (Red Letter, Leatherlike, Purple, Indexed)
Tyndale 2021-10-05 Trusted and
treasured by millions of readers over 30 years, the Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition is today's #1-bestselling study Bible.
Perhaps the most complete single-volume Bible ever compiled, this study Bible helps readers of all ages understand the language of the Bible
and gives advice on how to apply its teachings to the ups and downs of everyday life. It has been thoroughly updated and expanded, offering
even more relevant insights. With a fresh, two-color interior design and updated study notes and features, this Bible will help you
understand God's Word better than ever. It answers the real-life questions that you have and provides you with practical yet powerful ways
to apply the Bible to your everyday life. This edition includes the full text of the revered King James Version of the Bible. The words of
Jesus are in red. Features: Now more than 10,000 notes and features Over 100 Life Application profiles of key Bible people Refreshed design
with a second color for visual clarity Introductions and overviews for each book of the Bible More than 500 maps & charts placed for quick
reference Dictionary/concordance 16 pages of full-color maps Christian Worker's Resource
KJV, Deluxe Reference Bible, Compact, Large Print, Imitation Leather, Black, Red Letter Edition
Thomas Nelson 2017-10-03 Study on the go
with this easy-to-read and easy-to-carry reference edition of the time-tested King James Version Bible.
CSB Study Bible, Large Print Edition, Hardcover
CSB Bibles by Holman 2018-03 With an easy to read, 10 point font size the CSB Study Bible,
Large Print Edition offers the award-winning Holman study system, which includes over 15,000 study notes, tools, word studies, and articles
from respected Bible scholars.
Air Sea Rescue Bulletin
United States Search and Rescue Agency 1944
NIV, Journal the Word Bible, Large Print, Hardcover, Black
Zondervan 2016-11-15 The NIV Journal the WordT Bible, Large Print helps you
creatively express yourself every day with plenty of room for notes or Bible art journaling next to your treasured verses. With unique and
sophisticated covers, this single-column edition features large print type and thick cream-colored paper with lightly ruled lines in the
extra-wide margins.
Air Sea Rescue Bulletin
1945
The Multiple-Dog Family
Sheila Webster Boneham 2009 Multiple-Dog Family is a TFH Publication.
Sierra the Search Dog Finds Fred
Robert D. Calkins 2016-05-23 Having earned her official SAR (Search and Rescue) vest in Sierra Becomes a
Search Dog, our hero is called upon to save the day once more. Sierra has grown since her last adventure and the little Golden Retriever
puppy's sense of smell is better than ever! This time, it's Ted who needs help: his free-spirited roommate Fred has gone missing! After a
whiff of Fred's stinky sneaker Sierra sets out on another exciting search, full of twists and turns, humor and suspense. Will she find Fred
while he dances to the beat of his own drum? With whimsical rhyme, colorful illustrations, and educational facts, Sierra the Search Dog
Finds Fred is the second in a series of books for all who love dogs and adventure. The series, Sierra the Search Dog, is inspired by the
author's own experience training and leading SAR dogs and is dedicated to the memory of his real-life canine partner.
The Happy Apricots
Brittney Mortimer 2017-12-07 Nora, Silas, and Avery are three unusual apricots! After being picked from their tree, they
are taken home to live with Mr. and Mrs. Orchard. This begins their adventures with the "outside" world. They find out their favorite foods,
build a roller coaster, and find new and exciting ways to climb furniture. These happy apricots will always make you smile with their newest
discoveries! This book is printed in black and white.
Word Search 50 Puzzles Books Large Print & All Answer Game
David Amsley 2017-06-03 Word search 50 stimulating puzzles together with all
answer and high quality paper large print for adult stimulating puzzles with overlapping words.The search words include animals, flowers,
fruits, breakfast, day& months simple words and some tough ones for your adult to improve their vocabulary. Time of entertainment to
stimulate the brain for adults Find and circle the words.
Pebbles, the Dog Who Thought He Was a Frog
John Wellman 2017-09-15 Pebbles is a dog that thinks he is a frog. Pebbles finds love,
acceptance and friendship from his slimy pals and proves he has what it takes to be a frog by saving Cuddle Pond.
Sportsman's Bible-KJV-Large Print Compact
Holman Bible Staff 2008 The KJV Sportsman’s Bible combines the complete text of one of the most
longstanding and beloved Bible translations with ancillary field notes and devotions especially for the Christian outdoors enthusiast.
101 Fascinating Facts About 10 Endangered Animals in the World!
Melissa Young 2016-12-10 101 Fascinating Facts About 10 Endangered Animals
In The World is a great educational book for children from 8 years old and above. The book offers over 100 fascinating facts about: Black
Rhino Mountain Gorilla Leatherback Turtle Sumatran Elephant Vaquita Porpoise Galapagos Penguin Red Panda Bengal Tiger Black-Footed Ferret
African Wild Dog These animals are just a small portion of the actual number of endangered animals in wildlife. Our planet was designed to
have a huge diversity in animal like to protect the balance of our natural planet system as a whole. Therefore, it is very important for
kids to learn about the important of preserving engdangered animals at young age.
NKJV Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Large Print
Tyndale 2022-10-18 Trusted & Treasured by Millions of Readers over 30 Years,
the Life Application Study Bible Is Today's #1-Selling Study Bible. Now it has been thoroughly updated and expanded, offering even more
relevant insights for understanding and applying God's Word to everyday life in today's world. With a fresh, two-color interior design and
meaningfully updated study notes and features, this Bible will help you understand God's Word better than ever. It answers the real-life
questions you may have and provides you with practical yet powerful ways to apply the Bible to your life every day. The Life Application
Study Bible, Third Edition includes the full text of the Holy Bible in the New King James Version (NKJV). This is a large-print edition,
providing clear, readable text. Key Features: More than 10,000 notes and features More than 100 Life Application profiles of key Bible
people Refreshed design with a second color for visual clarity Introductions and overviews for each book of the Bible More than 500 maps &
charts placed for quick reference Dictionary/concordance 16 pages of full-color maps A Christian Worker's Resource Words of Jesus in red
Beautiful Joe
Marshall Saunders 1999-05-01 A dog describes being mistreated by a cruel master but then later being taken in by a kind
family.
The Case for Capitalism
Hartley Withers 1920
Chirp / Pollito
Dolores Costello 2016-08-02 When a little chick leaves the flock, he stumbles on to an adventure that will change him
forever. This charming bilingual Spanish-English picture book is a cute read for little explorers.

Rescue Matters
Sheila Webster Boneham 2009 In Rescue Matters! award-winning author Sheila Webster Boneham, Ph.D., provides invaluable
advice for groups or individuals who want to know how to start, run, fund and promote rescue. But the book doesn't stop there...
Duney K Wendt 2014-06-19 It is an adaptation of the age-old Biblical table of David and Goliath and opens the door for discussions on selfconfidence and faith in the face of great obstacles. It is also an excellent book for schools, day cares and Sunday Schools. It is simple,
inviting story, and is widely available in print and e-book for easy access.
NIV Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Large Print (Red Letter, Hardcover)
Tyndale 2020-04-07 Trusted & Treasured by Millions of
Readers over 30 years, the Life Application(R) Study Bible Is Today's #1-Selling Study Bible, and a Bible for All Times. Now it has been
thoroughly updated and expanded, offering even more relevant insights for understanding and applying God's Word to everyday life in today's
world. Discover How You Can Apply the Bible to Your Life Today Now with a fresh two-color interior design and meaningfully updated study
notes and features, this Bible will help you understand God's Word better than ever. It answers questions that you may have about the text
and provides you practical yet powerful ways to apply the Bible to your life every day. Study the stories and teachings of the Bible with
verse-by-verse commentary. Gain wisdom from people in the Bible by exploring their accomplishments and learning from their mistakes. Survey
the big picture of each book through overviews, vital statistics, outlines, and timelines, and grasp difficult concepts using in-text maps,
charts, and diagrams--all to help you do life God's way, every day. The Large Print editions are for people who enjoy the enhanced
readability of larger text. Features: (Enhanced, updated, and with new content added throughout) Now more than 10,000 Life Application(R)
notes and features Over 100 Life Application(R) profiles of key Bible people Introductions and overviews for each book of the Bible More
than 500 maps & charts placed for quick reference Dictionary/concordance Extensive side-column cross-reference system to facilitate deeper
study Life Application(R) index to notes, charts, maps, and profiles Refreshed design with a second color for visual clarity 16 pages of
full-color maps Quality Smyth-sewn binding--durable, made for frequent use, and lays flat when open Presentation page Single-column format
Christian Worker's Resource, a special supplement to enhance the reader's ministry effectiveness Full text of the accurate, readable, and
clear New International Version (NIV) The words of Jesus are in red letter.
The Prince
Niccolò Machiavelli 2020-09-08 "The Prince" is a political treatise by Machiavelli that is not considered to be representative
of the work published during his lifetime, but is the most remembered. The theories in this book describe methods that an aspiring prince
can use to acquire the throne, or an existing prince can use to maintain his reign. These theories include defense and military, perceived
reputation, generosity, cruelty versus mercy, gaining honors, fortune and a number of other discourses.It is customary for such as seek a
Prince's favour, to present themselves before him with those things of theirs which they themselves most value, or in which they perceive
him chiefly to delight. Accordingly, we often see horses, armour, cloth of gold, precious stones, and the like costly gifts, offered to
Princes as worthy of their greatness.
The Colorful Adventures of Cody & Jay
Crystal Swain-Bates 2013-09 Tired of the lack of diversity in children's coloring books? Meet Cody &
Jay, two adventurous boys who just love to have fun! Follow them throughout over 40 fun-filled coloring and activity pages that inspire
creativity, promote self-confidence, and celebrate diversity. Activity pages include fill-in-the-blank exercises (for example, "You can do
amazing things if you try"), thought-provoking questions ("If you could fly anywhere in the world, where would you go?"), and fun pictures
to complete ("Add a design to Jay's race car!"). A wonderful gift for kids of all races, this book is engaging and is loads of fun! Like
this? Check out the version for girls: "The Colorful Adventures of Zoe & Star!"
The Adventures of Penny the Famous Three Legged Dog
Joan Betzold 2012-03-01 This is the story of Penny, a Jack Russell Terrier, which
became handicapped as a young dog. Faced with mounting adversities and through a stroke of luck, she was adopted by a woman that had
professional expertise with special needs individuals. Through the love and support of her new "Mom", Penny learns to take on the challenges
of everyday life with handicaps and learns to enrich others lives as well as her own, while being an inspiration to all that meet her.
Celtic Fire
Liz Gavin 2017-01-25 When ancient gods ruled and Druids kept Faith alive, the Celts thrived as a democratic, matriarchal
society. Then savage Roman soldiers swept across Europe, killing and enslaving. The Celts did not succumb without a fight. Their Old Ways
survived centuries of ruthless domain until another menace loomed: a tortured god worshiped in cold stone buildings. The sacred shores of
Avalon began to drift away, the mists threatened to hide the island from mortal eyes forever. Against the bleak backdrop of war, the
gorgeous Scottish Highlands stood tall, sheltering its inhabitants from greedy invaders. Yet the reach of the eagle banners was long and the
highlanders turned to the Goddess for protection. However, the sacred groves felt silent and grim as Avalon faded away. Once sad, pealing
bells began to sound strangely comforting while the high walls of monasteries offered an alluring barrier from violence. Caught in the
middle of this centuries-old war, a young High Priestess might be Avalon's last chance. Wise beyond her years and powerful like no other
Priestess in her lifetime, Rowen had served the Goddess faithfully, forsaking her family and the company of her soulmate. When the Lady of
the Lake asks for another sacrifice, it might be one too many for her scarred heart. How could she obey the Goddess without betraying
Caddaric? Could she trust Eochaid, who embodied everything she despised and hated? Would she be able to fulfill her duties without losing
her soul? Caddaric had been Rowen's companion in countless lives; but, now, they existed in different realms. Beautiful Rowen lived in the
mortal world while sweet Caddaric remained in the sacred isle of Avalon, watching over her. Could he step aside to allow another man - a
flesh and blood man - to become her protector? Eochaid had sworn to protect the Old Ways. The rude warrior never quite understood his faith
yet his loyal heart belonged to the Goddess. A gorgeous, fiery High Priestess was not in his plans. He would risk his life to protect Rowen;
but, would the Goddess safeguard his heart? Could he defend the bewitching maiden from himself? When stakes were so high that a simple
mistake could cost their very world, a priestess, a Druid, and a warrior must learn to trust one another and the mysterious ways of the
Goddess. Their success would save Avalon. Their failure would tear the island from the human realm forever, condemning it to oblivion.
Failure was not an option. This is a standalone, historical/paranormal romance. Its mature themes - sexual violence, religion, and pagan
rituals - might not be appropriate for audiences under 18.
NIV, Pew and Worship Bible, Large Print [Black]
Zondervan 2017-11-21 Presents a New International translation of the Bible, the Holy
Scriptures of Christianity, featuring both the Old and New Testaments.
Death Angel: Premium Large Print Hardcover Edition
Jo Wilde 2021-03-21 With help from a mysterious caretaker and a forgotten friend, Stevie
barely escapes death. Val wants to rekindle their relationship, but Stephanie has unresolved issues with him, and questions his loyalty.
They have to put their problems aside when they discover that Dom and Jeffery are held captive in the Shadow Sphere: a dark, gloomy land
inhabited by ghouls. Time is of the essence. Val and Stephanie must rescue their friends before they vanish to another dimension, and are
lost forever. When Stephanie discovers a secret about Aidan, everything changes. Can Stephanie and Val save Dom and Jeffery in time, and
will Stephanie rekindle her love with Val, or will she find her way back to Aidan? With help from a mysterious caretaker and a forgotten
friend, Stevie barely escapes death. Val wants to rekindle their relationship, but Stephanie has unresolved issues with him, and questions
his loyalty. They have to put their problems aside when they discover that Dom and Jeffery are held captive in the Shadow Sphere: a dark,
gloomy land inhabited by ghouls. Time is of the essence. Val and Stephanie must rescue their friends before they vanish to another
dimension, and are lost forever. When Stephanie discovers a secret about Aidan, everything changes. Can Stephanie and Val save Dom and
Jeffery in time, and will Stephanie rekindle her love with Val, or will she find her way back to Aidan? This is the large print edition of
Death Angel, with a larger font / typeface for easier reading.
The Litigants
Jean Racine 1882
NLT Study Bible Large Print (Red Letter, Hardcover, Indexed)
Tyndale 2020-08-04 Make Your Study Personal and Your Devotions Serious. You
study the Bible to connect with God's heart. The NLT Study Bible gives you the tools you need to enter the world of the Bible so you can do
just that. Including over 25,000 study notes plus profiles, charts, maps, timelines, book and section introductions, and approximately 300
theme notes, the NLT Study Bible will make your study personal and your devotions serious. This new large print edition features a generous
10-point font. The New Living Translation breathes life into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passages, changing lives as the
words speak directly to their hearts.
Love Me Gently
Lisa Wiehebrink 2012-12-01 What happens when Cooper, a newly adopted puppy, takes up residence in Henry's home? The little
pooch sure is adorable, but who knew he had so much to learn! Love Me Gently is a kid's guide to man's best friend. It captures the everyday
challenges of raising a pup through a child's eye. But who is teaching who? Henry may be coaching Cooper, but he is also discovering
valuable lessons about responsibility, unconditional love, patience, and kindness along the way!
A large-print paragraph Bible
1870
The Simple Dog Book
Roxane Knott 2014-12-23 'I found with years of human/dog training and reading many books on training, sometimes, the
simplest things were missing from the human/dog instuctions. Answering many calls to assist families and their dogs, I decided to put all
the 'most asked for' solutions in one place.' Roxane Knott This is a guide to help you with your new, or long standing, Canine family
member. If you are delving into the adventures of dog ownership or looking for ways to get over those doggie hurdles with some straight
talking then this is a great book for you. It gives you all the simple, little tips to fill in the missing spaces of those major dog
training techniques.
Every Man's Bible Nlt, Large Print (Genuine Leather, Black)
2021-01-12 Now available in an easy-to-read Large Print edition, the popular
NLT Every Man's Bible is designed to help every man develop a fuller, richer relationship with Jesus as he understands what the Scriptures

have to say about the challenges he faces. The Every Man's Bible has thousands of notes on topics just for men--work, sex, competition,
integrity, and more. This Bible also includes trusted advice from the pros: Stephen Arterburn, Tony Evans, David Jeremiah, Tony Dungy, Chuck
Smith, Jr., Dallas Willard, Michael Youssef, Gordon MacDonald, Bill McCartney, J. I. Packer, Joe Stowell, Chuck Swindoll, Henry Blackaby,
Stuart Briscoe, Stephen Broyles, Don Everts, John Fischer, Leighton Ford, Ken Gire, Greg Laurie, Josh McDowell, James Robison, and Gary
Rosberg. All of the features and notes were written specifically for men. The New Living Translation is an authoritative Bible translation
rendered faithfully into today's English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT's scholarship and clarity breathe life
into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passages--but even more powerful are stories of how people's lives are changing as the
words speak directly to their hearts.
KJV Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Large Print (Red Letter, Hardcover)
Tyndale 2021-10-05 Trusted and treasured by millions
of readers over 30 years, the Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition is today's #1-bestselling study Bible. Perhaps the most complete
single-volume Bible ever compiled, this study Bible helps readers of all ages understand the language of the Bible and gives advice on how
to apply its teachings to the ups and downs of everyday life. It has been thoroughly updated and expanded, offering even more relevant
insights. With a fresh, two-color interior design and updated study notes and features, this Bible will help you understand God's Word
better than ever. It answers the real-life questions that you have and provides you with practical yet powerful ways to apply the Bible to
your everyday life. This edition includes the full text of the revered King James Version of the Bible. The words of Jesus are in red.
Features: Now more than 10,000 notes and features Over 100 Life Application profiles of key Bible people Refreshed design with a second
color for visual clarity Introductions and overviews for each book of the Bible More than 500 maps & charts placed for quick reference
Dictionary/concordance 16 pages of full-color maps Christian Worker's Resource
Stories from the Book of Daniel Large Print
Tina Smith 2016-05-27 This large-print edition of Tina's book: "Stories from the Book of
Daniel" will delight children and adults alike! Twelve stories from the Book of Daniel come alive with Tina's storytelling.Twelve stories
from the Book of Daniel that bring it to life and relevant for children, teens, and adults.Chapter 1: Daniel and His Friends Eat Vegetables
Chapter 2: Daniel and His Friends Serve the King Chapter 3: The King has a Bad Dream Chapter 4: Daniel Interprets the King's Dream Chapter
5: The Statue of Gold Chapter 6: Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego Chapter 7: King Nebuchadnezzar's Dream of a Tree Chapter 8: The Writing on
the Wall Chapter 9: Daniel in the Lion's Den Chapter 10: God Rescues Daniel from the Mouths of Lions Chapter 11: God Continues to Use
Daniel's Gifts Chapter 12: The Example of Daniel's Life This book will be available as regular print, large print; both on amazon.com and
also on Kindle. The author is in the process of turning her book into a Bible Study with the same relevant stories!
Life Recovery Bible NLT, Large Print
Stephen Arterburn 2018-04-03 The Life Recovery Bible25th Anniversary Edition points to God himself as
the primary source of recovery. Millions of people have been helped by this Bible. New articles provide a fresh perspective on recovery.
Help for leaders is provided in a general facilitator's guide and a step-by-step meeting guide. These offer help to anyone starting or
running recovery groups at church or in the community.Features: New inspirational Preface Article: A Word about Addictions Article: An Early
History of Life Recovery Article: Thriving in a Secular Recovery Group Article: Life-Giving Recovery Groups in the Church Life Recovery
Facilitator's Guide Step-by-Step Life Recovery Meeting Guide The 12 Christian Foundations of Life Recovery The 12 Self-Evident Truths of
Life Recovery Resources page, directing readers to helpful books and online resources
CSB Study Bible, Large Print Edition, Mahogany LeatherTouch
CSB Bibles by Holman 2018-03 With an easy to read, 10 point font size the CSB
Study Bible, Large Print Edition offers the award-winning Holman study system, which includes over 15,000 study notes, tools, word studies,
and articles from respected Bible scholars.
Rescue Matters
Charmaine J. English 2018-12-13 Rescue Matters is based on true events that happened in Rolette County, North Dakota from
2013 to 2018, a five year period of time where blood was spilled and sweat and tears formed rivers. One man rallied a small team who would
transform a landscape known for death and despair into hope and salvation. By saving nearly seventy starving and unwanted animals each
month, Keith Benning and his team have changed the world for thousands of dogs and tens of thousands more to come.Through a series of
riveting and inspiring real-life rescue stories, Rescue Matters tells a larger tale of tragedy-meets-redemption. In a land forgotten, with
an insurmountable problem, a spark of hope ignites a fire. One man's will to persevere against all odds proves that it doesn't take a
government or law to change the world. It only takes a few people trying to make a difference to start a revolution.
Every Man's Bible Nlt, Large Print, Deluxe Explorer Edition (Leatherlike, Rustic Brown, Indexed)
2021-01-12 Now available in an easy-toread Large Print edition, the popular NLT Every Man's Bible is designed to help every man develop a fuller, richer relationship with Jesus
as he understands what the Scriptures have to say about the challenges he faces. The Every Man's Bible has thousands of notes on topics just
for men--work, sex, competition, integrity, and more. This Bible also includes trusted advice from the pros: Stephen Arterburn, Tony Evans,
David Jeremiah, Tony Dungy, Chuck Smith, Jr., Dallas Willard, Michael Youssef, Gordon MacDonald, Bill McCartney, J. I. Packer, Joe Stowell,
Chuck Swindoll, Henry Blackaby, Stuart Briscoe, Stephen Broyles, Don Everts, John Fischer, Leighton Ford, Ken Gire, Greg Laurie, Josh
McDowell, James Robison, and Gary Rosberg. All of the features and notes were written specifically for men. The New Living Translation is an
authoritative Bible translation rendered faithfully into today's English from the ancient texts by 90 leading Bible scholars. The NLT's
scholarship and clarity breathe life into even the most difficult-to-understand Bible passages--but even more powerful are stories of how
people's lives are changing as the words speak directly to their hearts.
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